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Thank you
THIS will be the shortest and simplest Chamber
Viewpoint that I have written since 2009.
Short and simple because it does not take long for me to say
thank you, nor for you to know that I mean it.
So, a big thank you to all the staff, board, council and members
of the Chamber for making my time here so enjoyable. As
Woody Allen said “It’s the most fun I’ve had without laughing”.
Thank you to all of my friends, colleagues and partners
throughout the North-east, Scotland and the UK.
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The last
word

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce is the best
Chamber of Commerce in Britain because it has the best
members. I have really enjoyed my time as your chief
executive.
And, as this is retirement for me, thank you to everyone who
has made me happier or made me stronger since I started
work in 1976. You have all made a difference.
It has been a blast. Here are some photographs to prove it.
Good Luck for the future, and have a prosperous and
rewarding 2016.

Robert Collier
Chief Executive
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Premier
Partners

Want to learn more?

Contact Liam Smyth, Membership Director
T 01224 343920
E liam.smyth@agcc.co.uk
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We thank our Premier Partners
for their continued support of
the Chamber.
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“The oil and gas
downturn will continue
to challenge the city
but it reinforces the
need for us all to unite
behind a masterplan”
Robert Garnish,

head of branch,
John Lewis Aberdeen
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A city with
huge untapped
potential
THERE is no doubt in the mind of Robert Garnish,
the head of the Aberdeen branch of John Lewis,
that the Granite City is maintaining its sparkle for
the retail sector, in spite of the impact of the oil
price crash.
While he is under no illusions about the challenges he is
adamant that "Aberdeen is open for business" and that it
offers huge potential.
That, he says, was one of the key reasons for wanting to
return to the Aberdeen store a year ago as boss, having just
led the opening of a new branch in York.
The statistics show just how important the oil and gas
industry is to Aberdeen because over the past year the
footfall in the city centre has fallen and, at the John Lewis
end of town, is tracking behind the Scottish average.
"That illustrates there are fewer people with money to spend
on discretionary purchases, bigger ticket purchases like
buying new TVs or furnishing a new house," he said.
“There are obviously peaks and troughs but it is noticeable
that there are fewer people coming into the shop and
browsing."
He said that while some of that is being offset by the
increase in online sales in the North-east, which continue to
grow faster than most areas of the UK, the rate of growth
has slowed considerably compared to three or four years
ago.
"We have seen disproportionately strong growth in online
over the last few years and when we rank all the shops in
order of turnover for shop sales we sit down towards the
lower end because we are a smaller store.
"With our online sales – shopping online and picking up in
store – we are in the top five in the UK in terms of volume
and value.
"I think for a lot of people that is about convenience and it
probably says quite a bit about their decision to come into
the city centre over and above the usual visits."
To make that experience easier John Lewis recently invested
a significant amount of money in relocating and upgrading
their customer collection area to allow a faster turnaround.
"It is now a much more accessible space and it's very easy, if
you're passing through on your way to or from work, to be in
and out in five minutes." 

“The city
absolutely
needs to think
about how we
improve the
experience for
the leisure and
retail customer”
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Spherical garden pod

 His experience in the John Lewis
store over the past year suggests
there remains great retail potential in
Aberdeen.

is good news but customers like the
convenience of coming in a car, being
able to load everything they have and
then travel away in comfort."

"Whenever we bring something new
to the city it gets jumped on by our
customers.

He believes it would not take a lot to
make a significant impact and points
to the route he travels to and from the
railway station every day through the
Green, under Union Street and along
Correction Wynd.

“This year we brought a spherical
garden pod to our outdoor living
section which it had previously been
felt would not be a good use of space
because Aberdeen didn't have the
climate to make it attractive.
“They have sold incredibly well and I
think it’s because of the climate!
"We also invested in a luxury handbag
shop and brought in Michael Kors and
Coach, two new brands.

"It wouldn't take much investment in
that route to transform it and continue
the good work which has already been
done on The Green.

“Now Michael Kors is opening a
standalone store in the city, and with
Harvey Nichols the only other place
in Scotland you can buy a Coach
handbag, it has been a runaway
success.

"The city absolutely needs to think
about how we improve the experience
for the leisure and retail customer so
they want to spend time in the city
centre once they are here.

"Jigsaw has opened in the city and
another major jeweller is shortly
expected to announce they are
opening."
He said the new brands coming to the
city were as good an example as any
that Aberdeen is well and truly open for
business, but improvements are vital.

“It is a city with
huge untapped
potential and
that's the bit
that excites me
and that's why I
came back”

He has worked all around the UK since
he joined John Lewis after graduating
from the University of St Andrews 15
years ago, but can think of no city of
comparable size and population which
has three major shopping centres
within a square mile as Aberdeen does.
"However one our biggest challenges is
connectivity between those centres.
“It's not good. We know this from
customer feedback.
“They will choose to come to either
Bon Accord, St Nicholas or Union
Square, generally driven by how easy
it is to get to one or the other of those
and how easy it is to get in and out of
the car park.
“The development of the transport hub,
the bus station and the railway station,
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"It takes me less than 10 minutes and
is the quickest way to go but very few
people, certainly shoppers, choose
to go that way because it is not very
pleasant.

“We have got to make it easier for
them to get from one place to another
and at some point that is going to lead
to some fairly crunchy decisions having
to be taken around future infrastructure
investment.
"For me it isn't about creating another
body which becomes the quango for
dealing with that issue, it's about using
what we've already got.
“We already have a Business
Improvement District and the Winter
Festival is absolutely the kind of project
they should be delivering.
“We also have the Chamber of
Commerce which has won all kinds of
awards and is well regarded for their
approach.
“The oil and gas downturn will continue
to challenge the city but it reinforces
the need for us all to unite behind a
masterplan and city region deal, and
focus on delivering the investment the
city centre desperately needs.
“It is a city with huge untapped
potential and that's the bit that excites
me and that's why I came back.”
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News
New venture for Beetroot
BEETROOT Restaurants Ltd, which was established in 2009, will close the doors
to its fine-dining restaurant, The Courtyard, in January to launch CUE, a high
quality, casual barbecue restaurant following a five-figure investment.
The restaurant group, which also includes a dirty cooking style restaurant, The
Adelphi Kitchen, and outside catering company, Eat Beetroot, will partner with
emerging hot sauce producers, Angus & Oink Ltd, for the new eatery.
Chris Tonner, managing director of Beetroot Restaurants, said: “The recent
popular BBQ trend has taken the UK by storm, so we have decided to be
one of the first establishments to bring this new dining experience to the city,
diversifying the market with our unique ideology."

—

Grub move
CAFE chain Grub Fresh Food has relocated its flagship Spital branch to a larger
site across the road after purchasing and refurbishing a derelict furniture store.
The first Spital café had room for just four small tables while the new corner site
remains a prime location for tapping into the student market of the University of
Aberdeen and can seat up to 40.

Chris Toner,
managing director,
Beetroot Restaurants

Stuart Ross launched his first venture after graduating from the University of
Aberdeen in 2011. He has since opened two further stores on Schoolhill and at
the Bridge of Don Energy Hub business park.
He employs 33 staff across his three branches, many of whom are students.

Wood Group secures BP
contract
WOOD Group has secured
a new multi-million dollar
contract to provide engineering
services to BP’s existing subsea
infrastructure in the Gulf of
Mexico, UK and Norwegian
continental shelves and offshore
Azerbaijan.
Wood Group Kenny (WGK)
will deliver programme, project
and integrity management and
operational support for subsea
projects under the five-year
contract.
It will be delivered from WGK’s
offices in Aberdeen, London,
Norway, Houston and Baku
and adds to WGK’s work with
BP globally. WGK continues
to perform work under a
contract held since March 2007
to provide engineering and
project management services to
BP’s portfolio of future subsea
projects.

Online procurement

Aker alliance

SUBSEA Supplies has invested
£50,000 to launch an online
procurement solution which
gives clients access to thousands
of products at the touch of a
button.

AKER Solutions and MAN Diesel
& Turbo have formed an alliance
to develop the next generation
in subsea compression systems
which can be used at even
the smallest oil and gas fields
to increase recovery and
lower costs compared with
conventional platform solutions.

The Aberdeen-based company,
which supplies cables,
components and connectors to
firms operating in underwaterrelated industries, developed
the solution in partnership with
city-based design agency, Form
Digital.
Subsea Supplies says the
new solution, which has been
welcomed by industry body,
Subsea UK, will speed up the
ordering process for clients,
improve efficiencies and gives
it scope to market components
and equipment to a broader
client base. The business
invested more than £180,000 in
its new Bridge of Don premises
at the start of the year. The
company can now stock around
100,000 items at the site.

The two companies will build
on their experience and
cooperation from the successful
delivery of the world's first fullscale subsea gas compression
system at the Åsgard field in
Norway.
A key objective of the
partnership is to develop new,
cost-effective technology
for high-capacity subsea
compression systems.
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Survitec acquisition
SURVITEC Group Limited, a global leader in critical safety and survival solutions,
has acquired Survival Craft Inspectorate which is headquartered in Aberdeen
and has operations in the UK, Norway, Australia, Singapore, USA and Canada.
Focusing on the marine and offshore oil and gas markets Survival Craft, which is
now Survitec Survival Craft, is a manufacturer and service provider of lifeboats
and associated products such as release hooks and davits. The business has
strong relationships with a number of blue-chip operators. The acquisition
enhances Survitec Group’s lifeboat and davit capability, providing access to a
number of key geographical offshore and marine markets, whilst extending its
capability offering to its key customers.

Staff at Survitec Survival Marine
Training Academy

Also acquired as part of deal is the SCI Marine Training Academy which has
become the Survitec Survival Craft Marine Training Academy and Viscom, which
will now be known as Survitec Viscom.

—

Totems on track
AFTER a tendering process, Trueform, which has worked on projects providing
signage for New York, Legible London and Leeds, has been chosen to create a
network of information totems around Aberdeen city centre.
A total of 54 of the structures - which are aimed at improving orientation,
navigation and journey planning - will be placed at strategic sites in the early part
of next year after a pilot project proved a success.
The initiative is being jointly delivered by Aberdeen City Council and has been
spearheaded by business organisation Aberdeen Inspired.

—

ARR Craib success
HAULAGE firm ARR Craib Transport Ltd recorded strong trading last year
thanks to its specialist offering for the food and drinks sector.
The company, which is headquartered in Aberdeen and is one of the leading
providers of transport and logistics in the UK, maintained a pre-tax profit of
£1.8m in the financial year ending March 31, 2015.
ARR Craib, which employs over 450 staff across its sites in Aberdeen,
Cumbernauld, Stockton and Great Yarmouth, was able to achieve strong
performance because of the scale of its customer base outside of the oil and gas
sector.
Fast-moving consumer goods are one of ARR Craib’s strongest customer bases
with a number of high-profile food and drink companies on its books. It also has
a significant client base within the construction and building industry.
ARR Craib cab outside
Marischal College

—

Maersk contracts
BILFINGER Salamis UK has been awarded a contract for the provision of fabric
maintenance and associated services by Maersk Oil North Sea (Maersk Oil).
The contract is for five years and includes coatings, access, specialist cleaning
and shutdown support services on all Maersk Oil’s UK upstream assets.
Bilfinger Salamis UK has worked with Maersk Oil since 2009, completing a
number of successful fabric maintenance and "walk to work" campaigns.
Global integrated drilling waste management and environmental services firm,
TWMA, has been awarded two major contracts, building on a strong relationship
with Maersk Oil North Sea UK spanning more than a decade.
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The projects, which are led by an Aberdeen-based team, involve work on the
Culzean development – one of the largest gas discoveries in recent years in the
UKCS – and the continuation of provision of innovative technology across Maersk
Oil’s Central North Sea operations.
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Andrew GM Begg

What does the future hold
for small independent retail
in Aberdeen?
WITH polarisation of almost all
shopping into shopping centres,
it gets more difficult to take the
blinkers off the buying public to
see what else exists beyond.
The independents for the most part
cannot afford to take on the rent,
service charge, rates and staffing costs
of being in these centres, so what is the
future?
Once-thriving shopping thoroughfares
like Union Street don’t stand a chance
due to over-inflated rent and rates, the
level of which is perpetuated by the
success of the centres suggesting that
higher rates are justified for all sites.
This runs away with any chance of any
profit being directed to re-investment
instead of survival.
This stymieing of the possibility of
reinvestment to make the shopping
experience more varied is extremely
destructive.
Weather is another factor, often
forgotten, that wreaks havoc on
turnover, the public understandably
preferring to shop “inside” when
inclement weather prevails.
The unpredictability of the weather
should be reflected in the business
rates, giving the independent some
financial opportunity to put cash
back into their property, business and
promotion of their services in their
vicinity, instead of trading hand-tomouth.
“Move into the centres, then”, I hear you
say, but the truth is that owners of the
centres tend for the most part to prefer
their tenants to be national businesses
as they are supposedly “safer” tenants,
but these businesses are also the ones
who will pull the plug first when the
going gets tough.

Safe investment it may be, but doesn’t
it ultimately lead to the centres all
ending up the same, regardless of
which city in the UK you are in?
I believe this philosophy just inflates the
rent for everyone. The nationals know
that the independent can’t compete
and these prime sites in the centres end
up being unaffordable.
Independents will work for next to
nothing if they see a light at the end of
the tunnel. Should they not be given
the chance?

by Andrew GM Begg,
partner,
Andrew Begg & Partners

Landlords or investors would get their
return on investment either way, but
with more independents, the shopping
experience would be considerably
more varied – to the benefit of the
shopper, businesses, investors and the
city as a whole.
If you accept that the independent
cannot afford to be in the centres,
we should try and even out the unfair
advantage that the national businesses
have by having access to the centres.
Traders such as Andrew Begg are in
the city centre, but we’re not as far as
the focus of trade is concerned.
I believe that a level playing field can
only be achieved by a fairer rating
system allowing us to address issues of
lower footfall, less appealing areas and
higher wage rates.
We need lower rates to be able to
reinvest in our businesses and remain
competitive, however if lower rates
are not an option, why not allow us to
offset improvements against our rates?

“The independents
for the most part
cannot afford to
take on the rent,
service charge,
rates and staffing
costs of being in
these centres, so
what is the future?”

I do always like to believe that where
there is a will ... there is a way!
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Industry
confidence
at new low
THE confidence of North Sea oil and gas
contractors is at an all-time low, according to the
23rd Oil and Gas Survey, conducted by Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce.

47%

The survey, produced in partnership with law firm Bond
Dickinson, reveals that four in five contractors (79 per cent)
surveyed say they are less confident in their prospects than
a year ago, compared to just one per cent who are more
confident.
The findings also reveal the lowest level of firms working at
or above optimum levels on the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS)
since the survey began in 2004.
Just 16 per cent of contractors report working at or above
optimum levels, down from 21 per cent in the previous
survey.
Confidence has not been helped by a high level of recent
redundancies in the industry. Some 64 per cent of firms have
reduced their workforce in 2015 compared to just 14 per cent
who increased numbers.

of all firms don’t
feel that the role
of the OGA has
been explained well
enough to them

Response to the wave of redundancies across the sector
is mixed. While over half of firms (54 per cent) agree that
redundancies are a strategic response to make the industry
fit for the future, a similar percentage (58 per cent) also
believe the level of redundancies has been excessive and
could lead to lost key skills and competitive advantage.
Adding fuel to that concern is the fact that 31 per cent of
qualified staff leaving contracting companies are leaving the
industry altogether. Retirement was the reason for leaving
for 29 per cent.
Worryingly, 85 per cent of respondents think the job losses
will continue over the next year.
James Bream, research and policy director at Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce, said: “The low confidence
levels being reported come as no surprise, and the outlook
suggests there will be more pain ahead for the sector.
“If we are not complacent, a long-term future still exists for
the sector and players such as the Oil & Gas Authority will
have a major role alongside the industry itself.
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54%

80%

58%

85%

A strategic response
to make the industry
fit for the future

Simply reflective of
how the oil and gas
industry works

Excessive, and risks
losing key skills and
competitive advantage

Will continue
into next year

“The fact is that the UKCS is a frontier
basin and always has been. This
provides a unique set of opportunities
which can continue to allow our supply
chain to be active around the globe,
but this success is not guaranteed.”
North Sea firms responding to the
survey report a range of unusual
challenges currently posing them
problems. Four in five firms (80 per
cent) says they are seeing an abnormal
increase in the number of projects
being cancelled. Seventy-six per cent
are seeing an unusual increase in the
time taken to make procurement
decisions and 45 per cent have noticed
a particular spike in late payments.
The challenging economic environment
is leading North Sea businesses to give
serious consideration to alternative
revenue streams. Seventy-eight per
cent of all firms questioned expect to
be more involved in decommissioning
work in the next three to five years;
two-thirds (67 per cent) of firms expect
greater involvement in unconventional
oil and gas activities; and 46 per
cent expect greater involvement in
renewables work.
Firms report that the attributes most
in demand over the coming three
years are likely to be decommissioning
experience, followed by international

FEATURE | DECEMBER 2015

All firms’ perspectives on redundancies

experience and project management
skills.
Uisdean Vass, oil and gas partner at
Bond Dickinson, said: "This is probably
the most negative survey we have
ever had and while there is little to be
positive about in the short term, there
are some glimmers of hope.
"Over the next three years 28 per cent
of contractors expect their numbers
of core staff to increase. Neither
contractors nor operators see the
North Sea disappearing. They believe
the industry can survive at $50 a barrel
and that there will be a price upswing
over the next three years with more
room for oil company profitability
because of enhanced efficiency.
Contractors will also benefit from
enhanced efficiency. As the old saying
goes, 'What doesn't kill you makes you
stronger’.
"Firms identified decommissioning
experience as the number one skill
required over the next three years
which is a bitter-sweet positive. An
increase in decommissioning activity
will inevitably herald a decline in
offshore exploration and production so
in a certain sense the industry will feed
on the body of infrastructure which
supports it."

Four in five
contractors (79
per cent) surveyed
say they are less
confident in their
prospects than a
year ago, compared
to just one per
cent who are more
confident

View the full report at www.agcc.co.uk
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Robert Stephen

Refining the
customer
experience
by Robert Stephen,
managing director,
Celebrations of Turriff

CELEBRATIONS of Turriff started in
1994 as a specialist gift store of about
1,500sqft, before moving to much
larger premises five years later.
At the time, some people were unsure that
a 25,000sqft store would survive in Turriff, a
rural town with about 4,500 residents.
But over 15 years later, we are still here.
Our sales are over £5million, we employ 100
people with a mix of full time and part time,
and two years ago we opened a specialist
beds and bedroom furniture store in
Stonehaven.
We have had to change and adapt over the
years and we continue to do so.
Being a family-owned independent business,
we can react very quickly and change ranges
to suit customers’ needs.
We are members of the largest non-food
buying group in the UK so we can access
deals and discounts which allow us easily to
compete with the national stores.

“At the time,
some people
were unsure that
a 25,000sqft
store would
survive in
Turriff, a rural
town with
about 4,500
residents”

It is quite rare to find a department store in
a rural location which has so many product
ranges under one roof.
Over the years one thing has not changed the customer experience must be first class.
That is something we work very hard at, and
if something does not go as well as it could,
we have a policy of “review and improve”.
The staff we have here do a fantastic job and
are the main reason we have grown over the
years.
Being in a rural location, there is not a
huge potential employee pool, so we have
invested in training. We keep our employees
fully informed on how we are doing and
many of our staff are long serving.
We have a very low staff turnover which
helps greatly as they get to know our
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customers personally, and being rural, we
need to look for repeat customers.
Getting the right customer experience
in-store is vital, but now with the growth in
online shopping we must get that experience
right too.
It is a great opportunity for our business
but it is fast-changing and right now sites
like Amazon and eBay are becoming the
shopping malls where shoppers go looking
for products.
Basically if we want to be in their “mall”, we
have to pay their rates (their commission)
and the rates are not cheap.
We are changing our technology and we are
working hard on our online strategy.
Our new website focuses on the in-store
experience, but with a growing online store
with click and collect, as we have to suit the
changing needs of the consumer.
We are having to invest more time and
money on e-commerce and social media,
and as we are used to dealing with people
face-to-face, it does feel strange at times
having members of staff working in front of
a PC rather than on the shop floor.
Online shopping is growing rapidly and price
is very important, but it is vital for anyone
selling online to ensure that it produces
an acceptable bottom line and it’s not just
creating turnover.
Retail shopping, rather than online shopping,
has now become more of a leisure event and
we must ensure the experience is what they
want. We see customers come in, browse,
have lunch in our restaurant and then
continue shopping - a day out.
“The customer is king” – yes, but the
customers’ needs and shopping habits are
changing and we must change to suit them.
Without satisfied customers, we have
nothing.
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Member
News
SFTA appoint vice president
LAWYER Julie Brown has been appointed vice president of the Scottish Food
Trade Association (SFTA).
Julie, an associate in the intellectual property and technology department at
commercial law firm Maclay Murray & Spens LLP (MMS), will make use of her
expertise in the food and drink sector to help drive the association in its efforts to
promote networking and collaboration.
She will also help ensure that its members and their guests are brought together
at the annual golf events and dinner to network and meet other members.
Established in 1889, the SFTA is the principal networking organisation for
the food industry in Scotland and facilitates a regular exchange of ideas and
information between members.

—

New training offering
PETROFAC Training Services has launched a series of HR-related training
courses, enabling companies to look after their most important asset in the event
of an emergency – their people.

Julie Brown
vice president
Scottish Food Trade Association (SFTA)

Companies can now purchase individual slots or block bookings on a variety of
training programmes, focused on competency, communication, procedures and
responsibilities. These include: evacuee reception centre training, hospital liaison
representative training, next of kin notification training, contractor liaison training,
family liaison training and relative response training.
These courses will be delivered in both Aberdeen and Norwich.
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Rural
retail
IN A former smiddy near Turriff, dog lover Luise
Janniche has turned her passion into a thriving
business which is creating significant local
employment.
Tuffies Dog Beds, which she started in a spare room 15 years
ago, now employs 12 locals and their products are being
dispatched all over the UK and beyond.
Luise, originally from Denmark, moved to the UK to study
biotechnology in Norwich, but her husband's work led them
to Turriff where they have since brought up their family.
"After a break for the children and not much biotechnology
in Turriff, I started to do various bits and pieces including
repairing horse rugs and that sort of thing when someone
asked me to make a good dog bed."

“Most dogs, when
they are not
worked, walked
or played with,
are just idle”
Luise Janniche

She explained that, as someone who loved dogs and had
working dogs herself, that appealed and the business was
born.
In the beginning it was just Luise working alone in an office in
their home at Carnousie Smiddy, manufacturing, selling and
invoicing, but the business continually expanded.
Last year, she built a large agricultural barn on land adjacent
to the smiddy which is now home to the manufacturing
workshop and provides storage for the firm's products.
"Working my Pointer dogs, thinking about dogs and loving
dogs as pets, means that their welfare is very much on my
mind," she said.
"Most dogs, when they are not worked, walked or played
with, are just idle.
“They spend a lot of time sleeping on their beds so it's an
important piece of dog equipment.
“To keep a happy, active and healthy dog for as long as
possible, a good bed with excellent insulation from the cold
floor, is vital.
"Most dog beds are filled with very limited amounts of fluffy
stuff, but they just go flat. The covers are weak and get 
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“It sometimes
seems mad that
fabric comes up
from the north
of England only
to travel south,
now in the form
of a dog bed, but
that’s business”
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 smelly very quickly so I decided to make proper ones."
Tuffies now produces a wide range of premium beds,
mattresses and covers including the world's only chew-proof,
yet supportive and warm dog bed which Luise developed a
decade ago.
"That has solved a problem for thousands of people," she
said.

“Luise said that operating from Turriff
provides no major hurdles.”
"We are an innovative company and listen to our customers
to learn what they want and that has led, for example, to our
new raised dog bed which has just been launched.
"It is a sort of doggie armchair.
“The dog is about 15cm off the floor for draught exclusion
and you would normally buy it with a liner.
“Everything is super-hygienic but at the same time it is
long-lasting and very cosy for the dogs which, after 15 years’
experience, we know is what customers want.
“Our Tuffies team here is second to none. We all work hard
for the brand and get on extremely well. We have great
chats in the workshop when we all brainstorm over product
development.
"We make the very best quality dog beds which perhaps
means you'll pay a lot more for a Tuffie than for a dog bed
down at your local pet shop, but it will last more than three
times as long, look nice and be your dog’s dream.
Luise said that operating from Turriff provides no major
hurdles.
“Surrey, for example, is probably our biggest area of
business.
“It sometimes seem mad that fabric comes up from the
north of England only to travel south, now in the form of a
dog bed, but that’s business.
"We only occasionally sell overseas because the beds are
bulky and heavy and the delivery costs end up almost the
same as the cost of the bed, but people do often order them
to take across the Channel in their cars for relatives and
friends.
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North-east collaboration
BBC Trawlermen TV star, Jimmy Buchan, has joined forces with Aberdeen-based
Thistle Couriers, to bring "Skipper’s Choice" fresh fish selection boxes to the
doorsteps of customers in Aberdeenshire and beyond.
Jimmy, who had previously only traded locally since he began fishing in the
North Sea over 40 years ago, launched "Skipper’s Choice", an online fresh fish
boxed delivery service, in a bid to bring the quality of Scotland’s finest seafood to
the masses.
Crucial to the successful operation of the business is a partnership with
Aberdeen- based Thistle Couriers, part of APC Overnight, which ensures the
catch of the day arrives with customers in optimum condition.

—

Pinsent Masons is Firm of the Year
LEGAL firm Pinsent Masons has been named the Firm of the Year in the real
estate category of the Legal 500 rankings.
Legal 500 decides its rankings based on thousands of interviews with law firms,
their clients and in-house lawyers to pinpoint the most capable UK law firms
operating at the top of their game.

Jimmy Buchan, BBC Trawlerman TV
star and Ewan Ferguson, owner, Thistle
Couriers

Pinsent Masons’ real estate lawyers work across the commercial property sector
advising clients on development issues, investment opportunities and risk,
finance, dispute resolution, planning and consents and tax issues.
A team of around 100 real estate lawyers are based in Pinsent Masons’ three
Scottish offices and in Aberdeen the team is led by partner Rodney Whyte.
The firm has been at the centre of a number of multi-million pound property
transactions in the last year and in Aberdeen it has represented CALA Homes
in acquiring various North-east sites and property development company
ABZ Development Ltd in the sale and letting of units at ABZ Business Park at
Aberdeen Airport.

—

Forum move
GLOBAL oilfield products company Forum Energy Technologies is set to move
into new premises at Westhill in Aberdeen, assisted by property company CBRE.
Forum, which serves the subsea, drilling, completion, production and
infrastructure sectors of the oil and gas industry is headquartered in Houston,
Texas, and was formed in 2010 by merging five companies.
Since then Forum has acquired another 19 companies, several of which are
located in Scotland.
CBRE was asked to carry out a global audit of Forum’s commercial real estate
holdings.
As part of the review, the decision was made to bring the majority of the Scottish
companies together in one location whilst retaining a separate regional head
office at Cumberland House, Westhill.
Following an extensive search of the market, CBRE identified an off-market
opportunity on Peregrine Road with developer Dandara, and a new 55,000sqft
build-to-suit detached industrial unit was taken on a 15-year lease.
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More competitive
Norway tax regime
for corporates?

by Ruth MacNamee,
Assistant Tax Manager
at Anderson Anderson
& Brown LLP, Chartered
Accountants

Norway recently released their 2016
budget with corporate tax rates set to
reduce from 27% to 25% from January
1, 2016 and proposals to further reduce
rates to a more competitive 22% by
2018.

The filing deadline for 2015 Norwegian
Corporate tax returns, on paper, is March 31,
2016. We urge companies to act early and
have returns prepared and submitted well in
advance, to avoid last minute rushes.

These rate reductions make it more
appealing for UK companies to undertake
work in Norway, reducing the additional
corporate tax burden currently suffered,
although Norwegian rates will still exceed UK
corporation tax rates (currently 20%, but set
to reduce to 18% by 2020).

Few employers realise that UK resident
employees, performing offshore activities
on the NCS, are liable to Norwegian income
tax from the first day of working there. The
Norwegian tax authorities impose fines on
employers for failure to report employees
and account for Norwegian ‘PAYE’ on
employees’ salaries.

However, many UK companies working
in Norway are unaware that Norwegian
tax reporting obligations exist upon
commencement of work in Norway, whether
or not Norwegian tax liabilities arise. UK
companies failing to report contracts
for work in Norway, or employees or
subcontractors working there, normally
suffer higher costs, by way of penalties
levied by the Norwegian authorities for noncompliance.
Corporate Tax Requirements
A UK company, carrying on ‘offshore
activities’ on the Norwegian Continental
Shelf (NCS) for more than 30-days during
any 12 month period, triggers a Norwegian
corporate tax liability on the profits earned
on the NCS activity. Offshore activities are
broadly defined and similar liabilities can
arise for work performed onshore Norway,
dependent on the nature and duration of the
work.
Often, there are also requirements to prepare
Norwegian accounts and have Norwegian
audits performed when turnover exceeds
a certain limit. Failure to comply with all
corporate filing requirements can result in
substantial penalties.

Norwegian Payroll Requirements

From January 1, 2015, the Norwegian
equivalent of RTI online payroll reporting was
introduced. Standard forms must now be
filed electronically, each month via Altinn, the
Norwegian online filing portal.
Employers must also ensure that their
subcontractors do likewise, otherwise they
can be held responsible.
National Insurance (the hidden tax), should
not be forgotten. UK employees are, in
principle, liable to Norwegian National
Insurance when working in Norway unless
an exemption certificate is secured, in which
case, UK National Insurance may continue
instead.
Help is at hand
Our International Tax and Payroll Consulting
specialists possess a depth of expertise
and experience in all aspects of Norwegian
Corporate and Employment taxes. If you
have previously worked, or plan to work,
in Norway, call the experts, get peace of
mind, and avoid unnecessary and costly
compliance failures.
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Saltire Energy scoops award
MIKE Loggie, chief executive of Saltire Energy, supplier of drilling tools to the
offshore oil and gas industry, received a top award at the UK EY Entrepreneur of
the Year Awards 2015.
Mr Loggie was one of 13 UK business leaders to win an accolade at the ceremony
in recognition of their achievements in building and growing successful and
dynamic businesses.
The UK success follows his winning the EY Scotland Entrepreneur of the Year
Awards 2015 in June.
Mike Loggie established Saltire Energy in 1986 and has grown it into a group of
three successful subsidiaries - Saltire Energy, Saltire Pressure Control and Saltire
Drilling Tools.
In recent months the company has experienced rapid international growth with
an increased presence in Australia, Africa, Europe, the Middle East and the Far
East.

Mike Loggie,
chief executive,
Saltire Energy

Earlier this year, Saltire Energy was named one of the 1,000 most inspiring
companies in the UK by the London Stock Exchange. This followed its listings on
The Sunday Times Fast Track 100 Ones to Watch and The Sunday Times Profit
Track 100 league tables in 2014.

—

Moray success for CLAN
CLAN Cancer Support came out top in the charity, voluntary and community
group category at the recent Elgin Town Centre Business Awards.
The awards, organised by Elgin BID (Business Improvement District), are voted
by the public with the charity praised for its work within Moray through its
support and wellbeing centre in Elgin.

Team Aberdeen

Customer service accolade

THE James Hutton Institute
has joined Team Aberdeen,
a collaboration which assists
in attracting high profile
conferences to the city.

PHIL Anderson Financial
Services Ltd has been named
the winner of the Best Customer
Service category by the Best of
Business Awards 2015.

Team Aberdeen has senior
level representation from
stakeholders including Aberdeen
City and Shire Council,
Aberdeen Exhibition and
Conference Centre, Aberdeen
International Airport, Robert
Gordon University, University of
Aberdeen and VisitAberdeen.

The financial services company,
which specialises in mortgages,
insurance, investments and
pensions, employs seven staff
across its three offices.

The James Hutton Institute
is an international research
centre and one of the Scottish
Government’s main research
providers in environmental,
crop and food science. The
institute employs more than
600 scientists and support staff,
making it one of the biggest
research centres in the UK and
the first of its type in Europe.

Phil Anderson Financial Services
was awarded the accolade due
to its innovative approach to
customer service, after investing
in a number of new services
including new technology,
social media platforms and
experienced staff.

Charities benefit from awards
evening
ATTENDEES at the Northern
Star Business Awards put their
hands in their pockets to raise
£6,530 for five local charities.
Aberdeen FC Community
Trust, DA (Drugs & Alcohol),
Satrosphere, The ARCHIE
Foundation and the bread
maker are to benefit from the
donations.
Organised by Aberdeen
& Grampian Chamber of
Commerce and now in their
twelfth year, the Northern Star
Business Awards recognise
companies in the Northeast for their exceptional
accomplishments across a
range of fields from energy to
innovation, people development
to customer service.
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Stephen Phillips

Aberdeen City Region
Deal is critical for
future prosperity
OF ALL the City Deals emerging
in Scotland, the Aberdeen City
Region Deal is probably the
one which carries the greatest
potential for re-setting the
economic future of its area.

by Stephen Phillips,
partner,
Burness Paull LLP

Stephen Phillips is a partner at
Burness Paull, and was directly
involved in the early stages of the
Glasgow & Clyde Valley City Deal the first to emerge in Scotland.

“If those involved
in steering the
Aberdeen City
Region Deal get it
wrong, the biggest
single opportunity
for creating a new
and prosperous
future for the
North-east will be
lost”

If the right decisions are made, we
could see a very bright future for the
North-east - with the existing skills
and expertise forming a platform
for enhanced global activity, a
diversification of the economy into a
wider range of industries at the cutting
edge of new technologies, and a (longawaited) solution to the problems
in housing and infrastructure which
have held back development of the
Aberdeen City Region’s full potential
for far too long.

Against that background, the
participation and enthusiasm from
private sector businesses in helping
to shape, and ultimately oversee, the
Aberdeen City Region Deal will be key.
There are already encouraging
signs in the outline governance
framework developed to date – with
a commitment to private sector
representation on the Joint Committee
which will oversee the deal, as well
as private sector involvement in the
Advisory Group and Programme
Management Office.

That in turn would be of real
importance to the Scottish economy
as a whole – an Aberdeen City
Region firing on all cylinders would
undoubtedly drive further economic
activity in the Central Belt and
elsewhere.

But there needs to be a range of
opportunities for private sector
engagement, to ensure that the
creativity that has driven the economic
success of the Aberdeen City Region
to date is harnessed to maximise the
impact of the City Region Deal.

On the face of it, the scale of the public
sector investment is commensurate
with the challenge.

One such opportunity was the
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber
of Commerce Business Breakfast
on November 17 and it was hugely
encouraging to see such a large turnout
– a clear sign that the City Region Deal
is starting to capture the imagination
of the business community as well as
public sector agencies.

The current City Region Deal proposals
are targeting investment of £2.9billion
from government – which, together
with the city region’s committed capital
funds for infrastructure, gives an overall
public sector spend of £4.3billion.
But critical to all of this is how that
money is spent – and, most importantly,
ensuring that it is targeted on projects
that provide the best possible
opportunities for stimulating private
sector investment and business growth.
That is brought into sharp focus by
the pressures arising from the current
oil price and the ongoing reduction in
commercially viable oil reserves.
Bluntly, if those involved in steering
the Aberdeen City Region Deal get it
wrong, the biggest single opportunity
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for creating a new and prosperous
future for the North-east will be lost,
and it is hard to envisage anything from
that point on, other than a slow and
painful decline.

More of that needs to happen, to
connect across sectors and within
sectors and ensure that everyone is
able to make their contribution towards
the success of the Aberdeen City
Region Deal.
Partnership working is a concept that
has existed for some time, but all too
often as a hollow mantra. This could be
the opportunity to demonstrate that
collaboration across public, private and
third sectors can have real impact, and
secure tangible returns for the longterm benefit of the city region.
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Cornerstone growth
SCOTTISH social care organisation, Cornerstone, has generated an annual income in excess
of £36million, up more than £3million from last year. It has helped provide support for more
than 2,600 people, in 226 services, across 20 local authority areas in Scotland.
In the last 12 months the charity has completed the official opening of Baxter View, a
custom-built housing complex in West Dunbartonshire, and the establishment of its first
services in the City of Edinburgh.
Cornerstone has also continued to embrace the implementation of Self-Directed Support
(SDS) and secured a dedicated base for its Cornerstone SDS service in the centre of
Inverurie in Aberdeenshire. Town centre premises have also been secured in Elgin and
Peterhead, which will enable Cornerstone to provide support services to many more
individuals within the communities of Moray and Aberdeenshire.

—

Edel Harris,
chief executive,
Cornerstone

Grampian appointment
GRAMPIAN Housing Association has appointed HBJ Gateley to its legal framework.
Partners Heather Pearson, head of HBJ Gateley’s social housing team, and Susan McDonald
will be the lead contacts for Grampian.
HBJ Gateley already acts for a number of other Registered Social Landlords (RSLs)
in Scotland, and advises on all aspects of social housing business including housing
management, finance, regulatory compliance, litigation and property.
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Business
Bites
A lesson to
learn
by Brian Wilson

I ONCE found myself in a
northern Spanish town which
had recently lost its main
industry. Unemployment was
high and times were doubtless
hard for local businesses – a
cycle with which we are familiar.
But I also remember being struck
by one big difference between
that community and our own
when hit by similar misfortune.
Industrial devastation had not been
accompanied by retail devastation.
There were no boarded up shops,
contributing to the general economic
gloom.

Brian Wilson
looks at the
issues facing
North-east
business. A
journalist and
former Labour
MP, he held five
ministerial posts
including UK
Energy Minister.
He is now a
UK Business
Ambassador,
and chairman
of Harris Tweed
Hebrides
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The small shops, and family-run
bars and cafes which populated
the town centre may not have been
unscathed, but they survived. It was
an observation to which I have often
returned in order to ask the question:
“Why have we allowed so many of our
town centres to get into such a mess?”.
A good starting point would be to
commission a serious, micro look
at comparable towns and cities in
other European countries. Few of
them, as far as I have seen, have the
same problem on anything like the
same scale. So why not find out what
makes the difference – and then try to
replicate it here?
When I was a Scottish Office Minister,
I tried to act on this. As is the way
with politics, by the time a pilot project
was coming together, I was off to

another job. So while much has been
said and written about town centres
in the meantime – not least about
Aberdeen – that approach of looking
closely at how others do it in order to
learn lessons does not seem to have
recurred.
I still think it would be a very
appropriate project for the Scottish
Government to initiate. Most of us can
guess one of the answers which would
emerge – that business rates here
are far higher than elsewhere. Maybe
that is a conclusion politicians want
to avoid. But they shouldn’t. If pilot
projects showed that empty shops
could be filled by cutting business
rates by half, then why not give it a try?
The big retail model for cities, far less
towns, has declined – with the trend
heading in only one direction. With
on-line shopping rising at a very rapid
rate, there will be more retrenchment
by businesses which have traditionally
traded from our high streets. They will
go the way of banks and pubs.
So the time is ripe to try something
radically different. Slash business rates.
Buy up empty properties and offer
them at affordable rents – perhaps on
a basis that reflects turnover – to the
many small, entrepreneurial businesses
that could bring these places back to
life.
Looking at how they do things in
Europe might not be the flavour of the
month but in this case, we would find
we have a lot to learn.

Are you a
Northern
Star?
TIME TO SHINE

The Northern Star Business Awards is the
highlight event of the North-east business
calendar and a true time to shine. It’s not
just an outstanding night but a show of
success and inspiration from the previous
year for businesses in the region.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
2016 launch event
Thursday December 3, 2015
Nomination launch event
Tuesday March 8, 2016
Nominations open
Wednesday March 9, 2016
Nominations close
Friday April 22, 2016
Judging
Tuesday May 31, 2016
Finalists announced
Thursday June 2, 2016
Finalists reception
Thursday September 15, 2016
Northern Star Business Awards
Thursday September 22, 2016

www.northernstarawards.co.uk

Reinspiring Aberdee
Aberdeen Inspired chief executive Gary Craig marks the first
anniversary of his appointment in December but there will
be no time to stop and take stock of the achievements of the
past 12-months as he and his team prepare for the most crucial
chapter in the organisation’s story so far.
When the creation of a city centre Business Improvement District (BID) was approved
following a successful ballot in 2011, a new champion for the commercial heart of the
north-east was born.
Aberdeen Inspired, the banner under which the BID has operated since 2012, has invested
more than £5million in projects to make the zone more vibrant, appealing and welcoming.

Gary Craig,
Aberdeen Inspired Chief Executive

Now businesses in the city centre are being asked to decide whether they support a second
five-year term for Aberdeen Inspired, with the ballot opening on February 4
(2016) and closing on March 17. The majority of the existing levy payers must vote ‘yes’ to
ensure the organisation is able to continue its work and deliver an ambitious programme
during the course of the next five years.
For Gary Craig, who took on the chief executive’s role last year in the knowledge that the
business body was approaching a vital crossroads, the months ahead present challenges
and opportunities in equal measure. He said: “As a team we are incredibly positive about
the process we are going through at present. As with any pre-vote period, we are in
essence laying out our manifesto to what is a very knowledgeable and engaged electorate.
Businesses in Aberdeen care deeply about the city, something which must be applauded.

“It is a time for us to look back at the achievements of the current term but, more
importantly, to look forward to what the future could hold if we are successful in gaining a
to look forward to what the future could hold if we are successful in gaining a second
second term. In broad terms we can promise to invest a minimum of £6.4m in the Business
term. In broad
terms we can
promise
to invest
a minimum
of £6.4m
in the
Improvement
District,
with £2.4m
of this
being additional
money
weBusiness
plan to leverage in on
Improvementtop
District,
with
£2.4m
of
this
being
additional
money
we
plan
to leverage
of the levy collected, and that is something we feel is a

It is a time for us to look back at the achievements of the current term but, more importantly,

in on top of the levy collected, and that is something we feel is a very powerful message.
very powerful message.”

The original aim of the BID was to act as a vehicle to re-vitalise and re-stimulate Aberdeen
city centre for a long-term sustainable future. Recapturing the zone’s status and
competitive edge was a key objective, with a remit to directly influence business successes,
footfall and spend for the benefit of levy payers.
Projects have been diverse and innovative, ranging from highly visible events and
attractions to more subtle but equally valuable work behind the scenes as a key stakeholder
in the Granite City’s future.
The unveiling of the Aberdeen Christmas Village last month (November) marked the launch
of a high profile festive programme being delivered by Aberdeen Inspired, in partnership
with Aberdeen City Council and Codona’s. With ambitions to build on the
success of this year’s seasonal activity, Aberdeen is being put on the map as
a destination city for those seeking a slice of winter wonder.
The village and associated events, including giant illuminated rabbits
in Union Terrace Gardens over December and January will draw tens of
thousands of people to the BID this Christmas, but Aberdeen Inspired’s
focus is not limited to the festive period.

The Wild Dolphin Trail,
Summer 2014, 84% of
representatives from
local businesses agreed
that the Dolphin Trail
raised awareness and
increased footfall to the
city centre.

Over the past five years the organisation has led key infrastructure
projects, such as the installation of Big Belly Bin solar compacting
technology throughout the city centre as well as the current
investment in a network of wayshowing signage. Aberdeen Inspired
have also funded deep cleans of Union Street, floral enhancements
and shopfront improvements across the BID, and spearheaded
the Roof Garden project at the St Nicholas Centre, which
involved the procurement of significant funding from
third parties so as to keep the contributions
from the levy to a minimum.

een as critical ballot looms

Aberdeen the first ever
Scottish city to be
awarded Purple Flag status.

Acclaimed street art projects, financial support for the Wild
Dolphin trail and VisitAberdeen as well as the delivery of a
series of events have also been key achievements.
In addition, establishing Aberdeen as the first ever Scottish
city to be awarded Purple Flag status has transformed the
city’s reputation as a night time destination – highlighting
it as one of the safest and most welcoming destinations
in the country. Street light improvements and a creative
lighting programme have also improved the experience for
evening visitors.
Gary Craig said: “There is a long list of past projects and
achievements which our levy payers can be proud of,
far too many individual initiatives to list but all with a
shared aim of improving the city centre and ultimately
encouraging more people to the area whether for work,
leisure or indeed to live at the heart of Aberdeen.
“In the short term our task is to highlight our ambitions for
the next five years and gain the continued support of the
businesses we represent when the vote arrives. In the long
term our vision is to continue building on the foundations
which have been set and to play a major part in the
evolution of Aberdeen.”
Moving forward, four key themes are viewed as the hub
around which Aberdeen Inspired projects will revolve.
These are:

• Promoting Our City Centre
• Helping Your Business
• Attractive City Centre
• Safe and Welcoming.
A comprehensive outline of proposed projects for the
next five-year term, in the event of a successful re-ballot
campaign, has been prepared as part of a strong business
case for extending the life of the BID.
These include continuing to grow the Aberdeen Christmas
Village and associated events, creating a new city comedy
festival and a host of other ideas for supporting the area’s
cultural offering through sculpture, street art, music and
other initiatives.

Aberdeen Inspired has also set out its vision to bring the
sparkle back to the Silver City, with a particular focus on
a clean-up of Union Street as well as further investment in
floral enhancement and creative lighting.
Improving accessibility and navigation in the city centre,
particularly for pedestrians, is also at the heart of the
vision for the future whilst projects to improve the retail
experience and that of those using hotels in the zone have
also been included.
The organisation also plans to continue to play a key role
in decisions on the city centre’s future, providing a voice
for its levy payers and lobbying Aberdeen City Council and
other key bodies to ensure interests of businesses in the
BID are represented.
Gary Craig added: “It is an exciting time and everyone
connected with Aberdeen Inspired – from the board of
directors through to our team on the ground – has a
passion for achieving our aims. We have a comprehensive
business plan in place for the second term, which clearly
sets out the areas we intend to invest in and the emphasis
we expect to place on the different themes at the heart of
our work.
“We have also been very active in promoting the fact we
welcome input and views, both from our levy payers and
others with the best interests of the city centre at heart.
We want to use that feedback to shape the future of
Aberdeen Inspired and would be
delighted to meet with anyone
interested in finding out more
about our plans.”
For further information on
Aberdeen Inspired and the
ballot process, visit
www.aberdeeninspired.co.uk
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Jasmine merger
ABERDEEN-BASED Jasmine Holdings has acquired events specialist H-Events.
H-Events will merge with Jasmine company Citrus:Mix Events to form a new
business trading under the name 46 Degrees.
The Jasmine Group currently comprises seven companies: James Aiken
Engineering, Printagraph, Citrus:Mix, Citrus:Mix Events, Revolve Systems, Granite
Energy Resources and Jasmine Properties.
The new business will be run by former Citrus:Mix managing director Morven
Mackenzie, who has worked within the Jasmine Group since 2011 and will have a
49 percent shareholding in the new company.
H-Events managing director Harvey Smith will remain with 46 Degrees on a parttime consultancy basis after concluding the deal for an undisclosed sum.
Harvey Smith, Morven Mackenzie and
Danny Cowie

—

Charity donation for foundation
MORE than £25,000 has been raised for grassroots sport in the North and
North-east, thanks to the generosity of 250 business people who attended the
Cala Homes Aberdeen Rugby Dinner in aid of The Bill McLaren Foundation.
The event took place at Ardoe House Hotel & Spa and featured two of the
game’s greatest players, Australian legends Nick Farr-Jones and Michael
Lynagh, as well as Bill McLaren’s grandson Rory Lawson, a former Scottish
internationalist, who acted as MC for the evening.
Proceeds from the event, generated through ticket sales and fundraisers on the
night, including an auction, will be used by the foundation to support projects in
the region.

Nick Farr-Jones, Michael Lynagh,
Linda Lawson, Bill McLaren Foundation
& Fraser Carr, Sales & Marketing
Director CALA Homes (North) Limited

The dinner, organised by Aberdeen-based event management company, 46
Degrees and with Cala Homes as main sponsor, represented the foundation’s
fourth major event in the North-east.
The late great McLaren spent time in the Granite City when he studied at
Woolmanhill Physical Education College, maintaining his passion for the oval ball
game by turning out for Aberdeenshire during his stay in the 1940s.
Following his death in 2010, McLaren’s family and friends formed the foundation
bearing the renowned broadcaster’s name.

—

MBA recognition
ROBERT Gordon University’s MBA has been ranked as one of the top courses in
Europe.
QS Top MBA conducts one the world’s largest annual surveys of MBA employers
to discover which business schools’ MBA programmes they believe are best and
RGU’s Aberdeen Business School ranked 34th in Europe.
Allan Scott, MBA Director at RGU’s Aberdeen Business School, said: “We strive
to offer one of the best MBA programmes.
“Our goal on the MBA is to help students realise their aspiration, build career
capital and to be a positive force for society and the industries we serve.
“The MBA programme is accredited by AMBA, the premier MBA industry body,
and this assures the degree is of direct relevance to the real world of business as
well as meeting the highest international standards.
“There is no doubt we have excellent students studying different learning modes
from around the globe.
“We have over 40 companies directly involved with the degree and help
hundreds more each year. We work hard to ensure our degree is industry-ready
and this is recognised by employers and in the QS rankings.”
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Trio returns to Aberdeen
JOHN Clark Motor Group (JCMG) is bringing a trio of manufacturers to
Aberdeen’s automotive scene which haven’t been represented in the city for
more than three years and are new brands for the group.
The additions, Renault, Dacia and Peugeot, will be located in the former
Aberdeen Audi showrooms on Abbotswell Road and represent an investment of
more than £500,000 for the group.
In addition to Renault, Dacia and Peugeot, the site development will include a
used car facility operating under the trading name of Clark Motorchoice, offering
used vehicles to JCMG approved standards and with a six month warranty cover.
A recruitment campaign is currently underway to fill the 53 jobs which have been
created by this expansion and takes the total number of employees in the group
to over 1200.
Andrew Simpson, currently managing JCMG’s Nissan dealerships, will become
franchise director for the Renault, Dacia and Peugeot suite.

Andrew Simpson,
John Clark Motor Group

—

Partnership deal to build 2,030 homes
ABERDEEN City Council has named Places for People Group Limited as
preferred bidder for a £300million partnership deal to deliver a step change in
the supply of housing.
The innovative approach follows a commitment in the local authority’s Strategic
Infrastructure Plan (SIP) to build 2,030 homes by 2017.
The new model is the first of its kind launched by a local authority in Scotland
and will ensure that new affordable housing will not be reliant on public funding
and can be developed to meet need and demand.
A shortage of housing has been identified as a Scotland-wide issue, but the lack
of low-cost homes is particularly acute in the North-east, where the high cost of
living has presented problems for the public sector in recruiting and retaining key
workers.
Places for People Group Ltd, which is one of the largest property, leisure
management, development and regeneration companies in the UK, will bring
experience in development and housing management to minimise the cost and
increase the speed of construction.
The new partnership will build, own and manage housing for rent targeted at a
range of needs, including key workers on modest incomes.
The objective is to develop an initial 1,000 affordable homes and 1,000 private
development homes, with the potential for a further 1,000 properties.

—

Dandara up as “world’s best”
PROPERTY developer Dandara has received 14 prizes in the UK round of
the International Property Awards, with half of the plaudits going to its
developments in the North-east of Scotland.
Dandara’s residential communities, Hazelwood and Stoneywood in Aberdeen,
each received three prizes at the award ceremony in London with the
developer’s City South office park also picking up an award.
Having secured three of the coveted five-star awards, Dandara has secured a
place at the "world’s best" judging stage of the awards in Dubai later this year.
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Mental health
feature

First aid for
the mind
MENTAL ill-health is a growing problem in the
workplace, with a recent survey revealing that 40%
of employers are seeing an increase in reported
mental health problems, almost double the level
five years previously.
The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development
(CIPD) survey also revealed a 50% rise in the number of
working days lost because of mental health issues over the
last two years.
Elaine Masson is now qualified to deliver
Scottish Mental Health First Aid

Mental ill-health can significantly reduce our ability to enjoy
life and cope with its challenges.
It is rarely caused by work alone but in a world of bigger
workloads, tighter deadlines and growing competition,
pressure can build.
While employees are expected to leave their personal
problems at home they frequently carry their work ones
home via tablets, laptops and mobile phones.

“Scottish Mental
Health First Aid
training gives a huge
opportunity to help
increase awareness
and understanding
across a wide
industry sector in
the North-east”

Developing awareness of mental health and signposting
employees to the appropriate professional help can
encourage early intervention and increase the chance of
recovery.
Many organisations are now delivering mental health first aid
training to existing first aiders and managers to develop skills
in this area.
Elaine Masson, the head of mediation and development at
Empire HR, became interested in Scottish Mental Health
First Aid partly because of the number of clients dealing
with employee mental ill-health absence and partly because
she often witnesses the impact of stress in her work as a
mediator.
"I had no prior mental health knowledge and no experience
of dealing with anyone who was undergoing a difficult
mental health challenge, so for me the course was a great
introduction and it has given me a bit of confidence and
helped my understanding.
"I could see the benefit of being able to offer this course to
our clients particularly those who don't work in social care
and mental health services.
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“Scottish Mental Health First Aid
training gives a huge opportunity
to help increase awareness and
understanding across a wide industry
sector in the North-east.”

“However it is first aid –
the course is not intended
to make us mental health
professionals”
Elaine developed her interest and skills
and is now qualified to deliver Scottish
Mental Health First Aid.
One of the basics of the course is how
to spot the signs that a colleague may
be having difficulties, perhaps because
they are looking isolated or upset
or there has been a change in their
behaviour.
Participants are also given guidance on
how to approach that person to try to
help.
"The course goes over the most
common mental health problems –
depression, anxiety, psychosis and it
also talks about self harm.
"It teaches how to listen nonjudgmentally, give reassurance and
comfort to the person and to ask the

right questions particularly where there
are concerns that the person may be
having suicidal thoughts.
“However it is first aid – the course is
not intended to make us mental health
professionals, therapists or counsellors.

40% of employers
are seeing an
increase in reported
mental health
problems, almost
double the level five
years previously

“We are simply providing help until
we can get an ambulance, a GP, a
mental health worker or appropriate
professional help can be accessed."
She said that with around one in four
people in the UK experiencing a mental
health problem in any given year,
employers were being encouraged to
take a proactive approach to being
alert to early signs of mental ill health
and support employee wellbeing as
well as business performance.
"It is a challenging course but it is a
very rewarding one and I look forward
to feedback in the future from people
saying it has helped them or they have
been able to help others."
She said that if employers are able to
spot the early signs of mental health
problems and provide the appropriate
support for their staff it can have a
positive impact on their business, not
least by reducing absenteeism.

Around one in
four people in the
UK experience
a mental health
problem in any
given year

50%
RISE

in number of
working days
lost because of
mental health
issues
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Dean Hunter

Rescuing a hard-earned
company culture
COST reduction programmes - a bit
like mergers and acquisitions, and
integrations - are simply processes.
They are often mechanical and sound painful
to the employee.

by Dean Hunter,
founder,
Hunter Adams

UK employment legislation brings its own
challenges.
Employers are nervous about having
informal discussions at the risk of stepping
out of legal requirements.
The oil and gas sector is largely focused
on growth; we are not particularly good at
reducing costs and managing budgets.
But we often forget that managing
headcount reduction is about people and
not processes.
When we hire our staff, we do our best to
create the greatest proposition.
We’re positive, we communicate, we talk
about opportunities, and we make it clear
that this new relationship is going to be a
strong, fruitful one.
However, when we lose staff through
redundancy, all too often we hide away from
difficult discussions.
It’s emotive and we fail to be leaders.

“When we lose
staff through
redundancy,
all too often
we hide away
from difficult
discussions”

An abundance of “corridor” conversations
still exist - where decisions are made without
fair selection - so it would appear we have
not learned from previous recessions.
For example, people being dismissed only
hours after finding out that companies
are struggling, with no consultation or
discussion, and businesses trying to avoid
redundancy payments.
Cultures take years to form and minutes to
destroy.
Those who remain behind - the “lucky
ones”, according to many managers - see
first-hand how redundancy processes are
managed and many are not impressed by
their employer.
Of course there are companies who consult
fully, communicate openly, and offer some
form of outplacement from a genuine
intention to help the individual secure future
work.
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One leader even helped their employee find
new accommodation.
But these examples are sadly few and far
between.
The fact is the profit and loss sheet will never
reflect what we have spent on building good
company culture.
We will, however, see the costs of
destroying the investment made; in a lack of
productivity, higher absence rates and staff
turnover, which will come when the oil price
rises.
So, as leaders, let’s think how we should
“show up” and what we need to do to ensure
our cultures are maintained, as much as they
can be during a cost reduction.
Communicate, communicate, communicate:
We have to be prepared to talk openly
about what’s coming. Equally, we cannot
communicate until we have some answers.
Timing is everything.
Careful and considered delegation: Would
you delegate a key client meeting? Failing
to attend important employee meetings can
speak volumes.
Be clear on the reason for dismissal: If
it’s a redundancy, pay redundancy. We’re
not particularly great at performance
management in the UK, so dressing up a
redundancy under this banner will only come
out in the wash (or at a tribunal).
Be a leader: This is your opportunity to show
that you are a leader and not just a manager.
Have a clear plan, a clear business case, and
a fair process.
Engage with your “survivors”: Do not
consider the staff behind to be “lucky” and
don’t underestimate how being through the
process has dampened their love of your
company. Gauge the culture independently
and find out what your staff are saying to
their friends in the pub about working for
you. If you know, you can do something
about it.
Take time now to review the lessons, as when
the tide turns and you have vacancy lists as
long as your arm, you may wish you had.
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Member
News
Award win for CEO
JEANETTE Forbes, CEO of the PCL Group, has been named Inspirational
Woman of the Year in the inaugural Business Women Scotland Awards.
The awards, presented at a gala dinner in Glasgow, were supported by the
Federation of Small Businesses and celebrated the entrepreneurial spirit of
female-led companies from across Scotland.
The Inspirational Woman Award was a special honour presented by Business
Woman Scotland magazine, organisers of the event, to someone they felt
inspired other women in business.
Jeanette founded the PCL Group, which provides a full range of IT, telecoms and
computer services to the offshore, marine, commercial, industrial and renewable
sectors, in 2000. Since then she has been at the forefront of promoting and
encouraging opportunities for women in the energy sector and has won a
number of national awards and industry accolades for her work in that area and
for her role as a business mentor.

Jeanette Forbes,
CEO,
PCL Group

—

Building in Kenya
EMPLOYEES from Stewart Milne Group have returned to the UK after
successfully completing their mission to build two homes for children in an
impoverished Kenyan village.
The housebuilder and timber systems manufacturer flew 19 employees to Africa
just over two weeks ago to build a 16-bed dormitory and a three-bedroom house
for the Gathimba Edwards Foundation.
The roofers, plumbers, joiners, site managers, factory operatives and technical
supervisors from Stewart Milne Group were congratulated by one of the charity’s
founders, Scottish 1,500m championship runner, Myles Edwards.
In addition to providing the labour, Stewart Milne Group also sourced and
shipped around £4,000 worth of tools to carry out the work. These tools have
been donated to the Gathimba Edwards Foundation and are being stored on
site, ready for use on the next construction project.
The Gathimba Edwards Foundation was set up by Kenyan international athlete
Gideon Gathimba and Myles Edwards to transform the Pavilion Village children’s
home in Katarina which is home to 23 children who have been orphaned, abused
or abandoned.
Pavilion Village suffered from a lack of food and basic facilities, including
electricity, as well as crippling school fee debts. Fund-raising by the foundation
has made dramatic improvements and thanks to Stewart Milne Group and over
30 volunteers from the UK, the majority of the children are now properly housed.

Stewart Milne Group team at
build in Kenya

—

Aberdeen going global
STRONG demand for overseas travel enabled Aberdeen International Airport to
report an increase in international traffic for September.
However a total of 322,948 passengers travelled through the airport meaning
overall passenger figures were down 6.2% compared to the same period last
year. Helicopter and domestic traffic experienced a decline of 14% and 7%
respectively.
There was a 0.5% increase in international traffic which was boosted by the biannual Offshore Europe Exhibition and Conference which was held at the AECC
in early September.
Carol Benzie, airport managing director said: “Domestic and helicopter traffic
continues to be impacted by the lower oil price, however, we were delighted to
see our international passenger numbers remain strong. This is largely due to the
popularity of new routes that were introduced earlier in the year, namely Gdansk
and Faro."
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Trade mission
showcases Mexican
potential
BIG things are happening down
Mexico way.
Oil and gas reforms rolled out over
the last 18 months have opened doors
to foreign investment, and recent
developments have marked a new
chapter in the bidding auction for
exploration and production licences.
Liam Smyth met with Mexico
British Chamber Director,
Chris Sladen

Earlier this year, a delegation of 28 firms
from the region travelled over 5,000
miles to visit Mexico City and Tabasco
to showcase their expertise and
innovation to the industry there.
This was the largest oil and gas trade
delegation to visit Mexico City, and
the team at UK Trade and Investment
and the Mexico British Chamber of
Commerce put together a packed
programme of meetings with key
people in the top companies in the
region.
But why are firms are so keen to go to
Mexico now?
A period of reform is taking place
in PEMEX, the state-owned energy
company formed in 1938.
Not only is the market opening up
to foreign investment, but years of
state ownership also mean that the
kind of innovation that has maximised
recovery from aging wells in the UKCS
is welcome in Mexico too.
Future developments into deep water
also invite expertise from the North
Sea to a region where most experience
is based in shallower waters, and it is
expected that the world’s oil majors will
be active in the next round when deepwater blocks will be on offer.
It seems certain that the 77-year
monopoly enjoyed by PEMEX is now
over.

Opening up to foreign investors on
exploration and production also opens
the market to the supply chain, and
there is great interest in attracting the
expertise from the North-east into the
largely unexplored deep waters in the
Gulf of Mexico.
The level of interest in the latest
licensing auction gives some hope that
UKCS operators will be active in the
next round when deep-water blocks
will be on offer.
That was the hope from our delegation,
as opening up the market is only the
beginning. The domino effect on the
supply chain could bag a bigger prize
for North-east businesses.
The trip had a unique aspect too.
At a time when collaboration is
encouraged in the industry, Aberdeen
& Grampian Chamber of Commerce,
Subsea UK, the EIC, and NOF worked
together to get their members to
Mexico, sharing costs and passing
on the savings to members, while
UKTI and Scotland Development
International have supported SMEs in
exporting to new markets, some of
them for the first time.
This trade mission further cemented
the relationship established during the
Mexican presidential visit to Aberdeen
in March this year.
It demonstrates though that Northeast business knows that finding new
markets is critical to the future success
of their businesses and retaining the oil
& gas cluster in the region.
Whilst the UKCS remains important to
all of us, some are realising that the rest
of the world is too.

If you think the Chamber’s international trade team can help your
business, contact them at internationaltrade@agcc.co.uk
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Strong performance for Ledingham Chalmers
SCOTTISH legal firm Ledingham Chalmers has increased group turnover to £12.5
million.
The increase is less than 1% but builds on a 15% growth the previous year.
Ledingham Chalmers, which has offices in Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Inverness
and Stirling, achieved a strong performance in commercial property, reflecting
the level of activity within the Aberdeen real estate sector, while all areas of the
business, including private client, rural, corporate and litigation, returned solid
performances.
Chairman and Partner Jennifer Young said: “These financial results are evidence
of our continued, steady year on year growth since the firm broke the £10 million
mark in 2012. We continue to invest in the future of the business, with a strong
emphasis on our people and developing our infrastructure.”

—

OCEANS 17
ABERDEEN Exhibition and Conference Centre, the University of Aberdeen and
Society for Underwater Technology have confirmed that OCEANS 2017 will be
held in Aberdeen from June 19 to 22.

Jennifer Young,
chairman and partner,
Ledingham Chalmers

Last held in Aberdeen in 2007, Oceans ’07 brought more than 1,000 delegates
from the global marine community to the region and was the first time the
meeting had been held in the UK.
OCEANS is brought to Aberdeen through partnership between the Institute
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Oceanic Engineering Society along with
the Marine Technology Society and will be co-chaired locally by Professor
John Watson of the University of Aberdeen and David Liddle of the Society for
Underwater Technology.

—

New appointment at RGU
ROBERT Gordon University has appointed Professor Paul Hagan as its new viceprincipal for research and research commercialisation.
Professor Hagan, who is currently director of research and innovation at the
Scottish Funding Council (SFC), took up his post on December 1.
Professor Hagan, who attended school in Coatbridge, is a graduate of the
University of Glasgow. His research career began at the Medical Research
Council Unit in The Gambia, before moving to the National Institute for Medical
Research in London.
He held academic posts at the University of Glasgow from 1991, during which
he also was on a three-year secondment to the European Commission's
International Scientific Cooperation Programme, before joining the SFC in 2010.

—

Cost of borrowing
THE cost of UK debt has fallen to an eight-year low and SMEs should take
advantage of the borrower-friendly market, says business advisory firm, Deloitte.

Professor Paul Hagan,
vice-principal,
RGU

The UK's recovery from recession has been punctuated by a series of external
shocks, of which weakness in emerging markets is the latest.
A strong pound and weaker demand in emerging markets are dimming
prospects for an export-led recovery - and putting greater weight on domestic
demand to drive UK growth.
Against this backdrop, the UK banking market continues to be buoyant, with the
availability of credit continuing to increase to nearly a seven year high.
The cost of credit is continuing to fall to an eight year low, creating a window of
opportunity for companies to obtain funding for growth or turnaround.
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Funding on offer
ABERDEEN Inspired is giving city centre businesses the chance to apply for
funding to help improve the appearance of their property.
The business organisation has set aside a total £10,000 to support members of
Aberdeen’s BID (Business Improvement District) zone who are committed to
enhancing the aesthetic of their shop or building.
A maximum of 10 grants of up to £1,000 are available, with the shopfront
improvement scheme the latest in a host of initiatives the organisation has
undertaken in an effort to enhance and maintain the city centre as an attractive
destination for residents, visitors and those who work within the area.

Gary Craig,
chief executive,
Aberdeen Inspired

Past project milestones for Aberdeen Inspired aimed at improving the city
centre’s aesthetic include the installation of creative lighting within Golden
Square, the enhancement of the roof garden near St Nicholas Centre, the
provision of innovative Big Belly Bins alongside a number of street art projects
within the city’s McCombies Court, Adelphi Lane and Platform Nine at Aberdeen
Train Station.
Those looking to register an interest in Aberdeen Inspired’s shopfront
improvement scheme should contact Viki Menzies on viki.menzies@
aberdeeninspired.com

—

Prestigious award win
ABERDEEN'S Paul Gibson, chartered financial planner with Carbon Financial
Partners, has just been named Money Management magazine's Financial Planner
of the Year 2015.
BBC's Dan Walker presented Paul with his award, sponsored by Schroders, at a
black tie dinner in London’s Mayfair.
One of the best qualified advisers in the UK, Paul has won a number of national
financial planning awards in recent years.
"I was delighted to become the first ever Scot to pick up such a prestigious
award," he said. "The previous winners represent the very best in financial
planning in the UK."
Dan Walker, Paul Gibson, and James
Rainbow from the award sponsors
Schroders

—

TRAIN-R app success
HALF of the North Sea offshore workforce has downloaded a mobile app
designed to give them access to their training and certification records anywhere
at any time.
In its first year, the OPITO TRAIN-R app has been used by over 11,500 workers
since its introduction September 2014.
TRAIN-R was developed in line with the growing demand for remote and flexible
tracking and planning of training certifications in the offshore workforce. The
app, which is available on both Apple and Android devices, allows users access
to the secure database which in turn provides them with information on their
personal OPITO training records through the Vantage system.
Around 76% of the UK offshore workforce is employed on a contracting basis,
forcing workers to rely upon notifications from employers and paper-based
training records to track their training records and renew them on time.
TRAIN-R also provides a list of vital OPITO approved training providers’ contacts,
enabling quick and efficient selection of training vendor.
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Graeme Smith

When rejection
is the Hot Topic
I HAVE now been a journalist for
more years than there are pages
in this Business Bulletin and
during that time have suffered
weekly, if not daily rejection.
I have had a two word rebuff from Sir
Alex Ferguson (although he was just
plain Alex then), I have been chased
down the street by a murderer's
brother and threatened with a variety
of offensive weapons when knocking
on doors.

take part when I contacted him.
He turned out not to be a delight as
I tried to arrange a call to obtain his
words of wisdom.
On deadline day - and after two weeks
of emails with inane questions from
him, all of which had been answered in
the original email had he bothered to
read it - he decided he didn't have the
time.

I don't mind that.

The emails I send inviting participation
have been carefully crafted to avoid
any impression that they are spam.

I can understand there are times in
people's lives when they may not wish
to speak to me and don't want to be
featured prominently in the press.

I never mention Viagra or claim to be
a bereaved member of royalty from
a far-off land trying to reposition
$20million.

However it has been in my ceaseless
quest to fill the pages of the Business
Bulletin - or the Hot Topic page at
least - that I have found rejection hard
to take.

I highlight the Chamber in the first line
and "free" in the second but still I am
shunned.

Almost without exception the people
I contact have expressed an interest in
taking part in this free opportunity to
have their company name mentioned
alongside a photograph and to let
their creative juices flow. Always the
optimist, I expect everyone to grab it
with both hands.
But it doesn't work like that.
When I called one such interested
party and told the receptionist I was a
journalist she said: "He doesn't speak
to journalists."
I tried to explain that he had actually
expressed an interest in speaking to
this particular one but she resolutely
refused to put me through.
"He doesn't speak to journalists," she
repeated.
As I hung up, I expressed my fears
for her career prospects if she didn't
mention my call, and the reason, and
later that day he did indeed respond.

by Graeme Smith,

features writer for the
Business Bulletin

My follow-up email is usually more
successful insofar as I receive a
response, however I am staggered
I always seem to send them when
the recipient “has just returned from
holiday and am trying to catch up” or
“have a deadline to meet this week
and won't manage”.
Thanks to all those with good manners
and often a keen sense of humour who
have filled the Hot Topic pages and
to the others my appeal for 2016 is please don't reject me.
There may be no such thing as a
free lunch but there is certainly the
possibility of free publicity.
Hot Topic is a fun feature - if you are
not trying to find participants - and it
only takes a few minutes to complete.
Please take part and better still,
suggest some questions to pose in
future issues.

To take part in the
Hot Topic contact
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

We look forward to hearing from you,
but hurry - I already have a growing list
of people waiting to reject me.

Then there was the alleged customer
service expert who was “delighted” to
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Policy
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Affordable does not
mean only welfare
What would
incentivise the
delivery of
affordable housing
in Aberdeen?
Contact Irina at
irina.bonavino@agcc.co.uk
or @AGCC_Irina

AFFORDABLE housing is a current
buzzword in British politics, and
both the public and private sector
seem to agree that it’s a crucial
issue that needs fixing.
Many organisations welcomed the
SNP’s early pledge to build 50,000
new affordable homes during the next
Scottish parliamentary term.
However, as the Holyrood elections
draw closer the Scottish parties must
go beyond setting homebuilding
targets, which will be insufficient if
the barriers to housing development
remain unaddressed.
Putting that more simply - talk is cheap.

Join the coversation
@chambertalk

The next term of Scottish Government
should deliver at least 12,000
affordable homes each year, according
to a report by the Chartered Institute
of Housing (CIH), Shelter Scotland and
the Scottish Federation of Housing
Associations (SFHA).
The chronic lack of supply has
consistently made Aberdeen one of
the priciest housing markets in the UK.
• The headline is that prices have fallen
by 1.7 per cent over the past year.
Views differ on why, but it is no doubt
due to the economic downturn and
possibly the introduction of the Land
and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT).
• The longer-term trend is more
concerning as the annualised house
price change over five years in
Aberdeen City and its suburbs is
+3.3%. The change over the same
period is +2.6% in Scotland.
Across Aberdeen City and Shire,
more than 16,000 family
households were on the waiting
list for public housing in March
2014, and unless they are in
priority bands (e.g. homeless)
they are unlikely to receive it.
Low and middle earners have
been edged out from many
options within this necessarily
narrow model of social housing.
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However, “affordable” does not mean
only “welfare”.
Public policy should acknowledge its
correlation with economic growth,
which in Aberdeen requires the
attraction and retention of key workers
on low to middle incomes.
A recent Scottish Chambers of
Commerce survey shows positive
balances in sales and growth in the
construction industry during the third
quarter of 2015.
However, training investment
expenditure, recruitment difficulties
and wage costs have all increased.
A lack of skilled staff is hampering
development, and the Federation
of Master Builders says the industry
is facing significant shortages in
labourers, carpenters, plumbers and
apprentices.
The Aberdeen City Region Deal
bid gives a good example of the
interrelationship of these issues, noting
that the high cost of accommodating
construction workers pushes up build
costs.
The deal would be an excellent vehicle
for Scottish Government to address
cities’ individual needs and pilot bold
initiatives.
In accordance with the local Registered
Social Landlords (RSLs), the Chamber
suggests piloting a register for public
land to streamline the identification
of suitable areas for provision, and
supplying more upfront funding
to infrastructure development
(particularly in rural areas).
Housing will be a key theme of the
Chamber’s upcoming manifesto for
the Scottish Parliament elections, and
we look forward to seeing the party
manifestos showing commitment to
actions which will improve planning,
land allocation and development across
Scotland.
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News
New MD for Statoil
SENIOR Vice President Tove Stuhr Sjøblom has taken over as managing director
of Statoil Production UK.
As the new head of the company’s Aberdeen office, Sjøblom is responsible for
Statoil’s upstream development and production activities in the UK and Ireland.
Following the merger between Statoil and Hydro in 2007, Tove took over the
responsibility for exploration strategy on the Norwegian Continental Shelf. In
2009 she became senior vice president for exploration in Norway before she
joined Statoil’s Corporate Executive Committee as head of staff functions in 2011.

—

World first for Statoil
STATOIL has made the final investment decision to build the world’s first floating
wind farm, The Hywind pilot park offshore Peterhead.
This marks an important step forward for offshore wind technology, and
potentially opens attractive new markets for renewable energy production
worldwide.

Tove Stuhr Sjøblom,
managing director,
Statoil Production UK

The decision triggers investments of around NOK2billion (£152million), realising
a 60-70 per cent cost reduction per MW from the Hywind demo project in
Norway.
Statoil will install a 30MW wind turbine farm on floating structures at Buchan
Deep, 25km offshore Peterhead, harnessing Scottish wind resources to provide
renewable energy to the mainland. The wind farm will power around 20,000
households. Production is expected to start in late 2017.
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Business lessons
I’ve learned

If you could change one thing in terms of your
business environment what would it be and
why?

Philip Carry

partner,
Jamieson & Carry
Jamieson & Carry is an
independent, family-owned
and run jewellery business
which was established in 1733
in Aberdeen.
Philip, Christopher and Angus
are the fourth generation of
the Carry family to run the
business.
Jamieson & Carry are
pleased to offer you
imaginative fine jewellery,
Swiss watches and luxury
gifts in a professional,
welcoming atmosphere in
their recently refurbished
store on Union Street offering
two large floors of carefully
chosen, luxury items from
around the world, including
jewellery individually
designed and hand-made
in-house.
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I am delighted to see Aberdeen Core introducing high speed
internet to Aberdeen. However we were dismayed to learn that
“it is not economically viable to install it in the Union Street and
Belmont Street area”. It is disappointing and, frankly, surprising
they are not able to install services that will enhance our business,
which is located in the heart of the city centre. We do hope that
this will change in the very near future as our business is hugely
reliant on our internet connection both for communicating with our
customers and suppliers and for our burgeoning website business.

Which of your company values means most
to you?
Superb customer service. We strive to give each customer the
very highest level of service. Evidence of our passion is the level
of resource we apply to educating our team members in all areas,
allowing us to improve the experience of Jamieson & Carry.

How has being a member of Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce helped
your company?
The Chamber provides huge support with training that is invaluable
for a company of our size. The broad spectrum of topics that they
offer is important to us. I recently attended an emotional intelligence
course which I have found to be very practical and beneficial on a
daily basis.

What is your ultimate vision for your
company?
Our vision of Jamieson & Carry is that we remain an independent,
family-owned and managed jeweller, continuing to offer the best
selection of watches and jewellery in our lovely Union Street store
and through our fully e-commerce website, allowing our customers
the full choice of how they experience Jamieson & Carry.

An amazing feature of Aberdeen is that it is surrounded by the most
beautiful countryside. I am very happy to be out with my family or friends
enjoying the various activities that are right on our door step. I count
myself very lucky to live in a city with huge beaches, forests and mountains
all within a short drive from home.

What do you do to relax?
Relax?? I have three young children, so ask me in 20 years.

“I am delighted to
see Aberdeen Core
introducing high speed
internet to Aberdeen.
However we were
dismayed to learn that
'it is not economically
viable to install it in
the Union Street and
Belmont Street area'”
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What is your favourite part of Aberdeen city or
shire?

What would you like to do when you retire?
I think I have the best job in the world and I am very lucky to work with a
great team. However it does take a huge amount of time away from the
family so I look forward to spending more quality time with Suzanne, my
very supportive wife, and our three wonderful children. But until then, I am
very happy to welcome you to Jamieson & Carry.
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Hot
Topic

DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION
YOU'D LIKE TO SHARE?
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Which shop do you think
Aberdeen is missing?

Tom Donnelly,

"A STRAW poll among family and colleagues supported my theory that if you ask 100
people this question you’ll get 100 different answers. Suggestions included: a popular
Swedish furniture chain (calm down, dear, it’s coming – but only a 'catalogue order' shop);
a continental-style deli with outdoor seating (weather permitting); and (heaven forbid) a
Rangers FC outlet. My vote is for the return of the good old-fashioned specialist record
shop. People of a certain vintage may recall Saturday afternoons spent happily browsing
thoughtfully-stocked shelves and discussing music with shopkeepers who were themselves
aficionados. But is there a market for this in today’s digitalised world? Maybe. I had a
recent experience in Edinburgh’s Old Town, coming across a specialist in 'roots' music traditional and modern folk, blues and Americana - and the assistant really knew his stuff.
CDs and vinyl, anyone?"

business development
manager,
Aberdeen Drilling School Ltd

"HAVING given this some thought I have two things that I would like to see in Aberdeen not quite a shop for the first one but still a retail opportunity with benefits.
1 - Availability of bikes to hire by the hour such as you see in other leading cities just like
the 'Boris bikes’ in London. This would of course need to be done in a safe environment in
central Aberdeen so provision might be required for cycle lanes and paths, but how great
would it be to cycle from say the new Capitol building offices, to the west end or along
Union Street to St Nicholas, the Art Gallery, Union Square or even the beach where you can
enjoy the fresh air and stunning sea view. What an opportunity to appreciate our fine city
buildings as well as being health-conscious at the same time. It works elsewhere, so why
not here?

Carl Hodson, ,

commercial director,
Bluesky Business Space

2 - In contradiction of this whilst cycling on my ‘Boris bike’ down Union Street I would love
to see a huge M&Ms shop like New York or London, just can’t resist those little guys – red
being my favourite, naturally."

"PERHAPS unsurprisingly, I’d love our city centre to boast a larger version of the HomeStart Aberdeen charity shop. In an ideal world, the shop would stock everything you
might need for a young family – from baby equipment and clothing to recycled toys
and books. It would be staffed by our home-visiting volunteers, who could also offer
advice and tips on how to cope with the many challenges that family life can bring.
Accessible to all, the shop would be bright, welcoming and buzzing with people. The
Home-Start team is actively seeking to make this a reality - please watch this space!

Georgette Cobban, ,
scheme manager,
Home-Start Aberdeen
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On a slightly less biased note, during a trip to Las Vegas I encountered a fun shop
called Stupidiotic. It was brimming with amazing products – from the ridiculous to the
impressively creative. Most shoppers left wearing huge smiles – an ideal concept to
brighten up a grey Aberdeen day?"

This month on twitter...
Monthly sleeper ticket giveaway

Our training team took the reins for November’s Caledonian
Sleeper ticket giveaway, encouraging you to share your
thoughts on our LinkedIn page as to why training is
important. The entry thought to be the most thoughtprovoking or inspirational would scoop the trip to London.
We received lots of great entries all highlighting just how
beneficial training can be, but in the end there can only be
one winner!

Top tweets this month
AEL @AEL_Aberdeen
@NickNairn cook school networking
evening is excellent! Great food and
networking with @chambertalk
premier partners!
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Why is training important?

WELL DONE TO OUR WINNER

“Training is a form
of education and
education is the most
powerful weapon
which you can use to
change the world”
Scott Millar,
IT Consultant,
Dynamic Edge Solutions Ltd

Andrew Wallance @EmpLawyerAndy
No such thing as a free lunch? This is
at #speednetworking events
@RevAbdn! @AGCCevents
@chambertalk #addedbonus

Scott Millar of Dynamic Edge Solutions impressed the team
with his views on the power of education, and will soon be
on his way to London courtesy of Caledonian Sleeper.
We are currently running our final giveaway of the year. Visit
our website for details on how you can enter.
Connect with us on

Julia Heys @JuliaHeysX
Absolutely inspiring and moving
story from Olivia Giles at today's
Women Mean Business
@AGCCevents @chamberalk

46 Degrees @fortysixdegrees
Thanks @chambertalk for the
mention :-) looking forward
to getting the first #46event
underway tonight @ArdoeHouse

Join the coversation
@chambertalk
@AGCCevents
@AGCCresearch
@AGCCtraining

The Dunavon Hotel @TheDunavon
Great to see our sister hotel
@BanchoryLodge featured in
@chambertalk blog about the
River of Fish Festival
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Training
Calendar
December
Date

Course

10
Thu

Global Trade and Customs Compliance (1/2 day)
Avoid costly operational, financial and reputational penalties

10
Thu

Understanding Oil and Gas Industry (1/2 day)
Gain a greater understanding of how the industry is structured and operates

14
Mon

Essential Management Skills (2 days)
New managers or managers who need to refresh or develop their skills

15
Tue

Creating Successful Tenders/Bids
Produce professional proposals/tenders which stand out from the competition

January
Date

Course

18
Mon

Doing Business in the Middle East
Understand Middle East Business Culture and win contracts

20
Wed

Commodity Codes (1/2 day)
Avoid penalties for wrongly assigned codes or over-reliance on a freight
forwarder

21
Thu

Personal Effectiveness
Develop your skills in management, communication, conflict resolution and
plan for success

25
Mon

Report Writing
Produce clear, concise and effective reports that achieve objectives

26
Tue

Train the Trainer
If you run training courses, coach on a one-to-one basis, then improve your
technique

26
Tue

Effective Email Newsletters
Getting it opened, writing the best content and strategic campaigning

27
Wed

Essential Management Skills (2 days)
New managers or managers who need to refresh or develop their skills

“We have been a member
of AGCC for several
years now and they have
delivered many courses
over the years. They have a
good selection of courses
which they can tailor to
your company’s specific
needs if required as well as
conducting the training inhouse which is extremely
good and more efficient
for management.
I would have no hesitation
in recommending AGCC
to all.”
Lynette Milligan
UK Learning & Development
Manager,
Archer UK Ltd
—

Vocational
Qualifications

Scottish Vocational
qualifications are based on
standards of work-based
competence, designed
by Sector Skills Council in
partnership with industry
and awarding bodies. There
are no tests or exams,
competence is assessed
in the candidate's own
workplace.

February
Date

Course

2
Tue

Improve Processes: Save Money (2 days)
Improve operational effectiveness with successful processes

4
Thu

Assertiveness at Work
Clearly communicate your point without causing conflict

4
Thu

Export Rules Introduction
Correct documentation is vital in international trade, improve your prospects of
securing payment

For more information
Susan Staniforth
T 01224 343917
E training@agcc.co.uk
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For full course
listings visit
www.agcc.co.uk/
courses

December
Date

Event

Time

4
Fri

Doing business in Mozambique
AGCC, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

8
Tue

Skills sector networking meeting
(members only)
Crowne Plaza Aberdeen Airport

9.30am - 11.30am

9
Wed

Women Mean Business
Ardoe House Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

January
Date

Event

Time

19
Tue

Maximise your membership
AGCC, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

21
Thu

Driven to succeed
The Marcliffe Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

7am - 9am

22
Fri

Meet the Leader - Willie Rennie MSP
(members only)
AGCC, Aberdeen

12pm - 2pm

26
Tue

Aberdeen Sports Village Lunch 'n' Learn
Aberdeen Sports Village, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

28
Thu

The benefits of employee engagement
Ardoe House Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

BOOK
NOW
agcc.co.uk

Speed
Networking
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Events
Calendar

DATE: Wed February 24, 2016
TIME: 11.45am – 2pm
VENUE: Belmont Filmhouse,
Aberdeen
Our speed networking event is a
fantastic way to meet a high number of
business people within a short period
of time.
The highly popular lunchtime event
allows people with busy schedules
to spend their time effectively by
increasing their exposure and gaining
an extended web of business contacts
over lunch.

Book events online at www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

Thanks to our sponsors

Does your
business need
help to stage
an event?
The Chamber events
team offers an event
management service
tailored specifically to
your needs
Speak to us
T 01224 343901
E events@agcc.co.uk

For ALL your print
and promotional
requirements
Litho Print

|

Digital Print

Hareness Road, Altens Industrial Estate,
Aberdeen AB12 3LE

T: 01224 875987
E: info@compassprint.co.uk
www.compassprint.co.uk
|

Signs & Labels

|

Exhibition & Display

|

Promotional Gifts
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On the
Move

Euan Tait

Bob Keiller

Alistair Black

Mike Henderson

Independent subsea
remotely operated vehicle
service provider ROVOP has
announced further growth
with the appointment of a
new commercial director
to its senior executive team
and Board. Euan Tait joins
ROVOP from professional
services firm KPMG LLP
having spent his career in
a variety of roles within
corporate finance and oil
and gas companies.

Energy veteran and business
leader Bob Keiller is to
be the new chairman of
Scottish Enterprise.

Johnston Carmichael,
Scotland’s largest
independent accountancy
and business advisory firm,
has launched a consulting
business line. The new
practice is headed up by
Alistair Black, a chartered
management accountant
who has more than 20
years of experience working
in senior executive and
consulting roles across a
range of industrial sectors.

Aberdeen-headquartered
services contractor Bilfinger
Salamis UK has appointed
Mike Henderson as
commercial and business
development director.
As well as leading the
commercial and business
development functions
within the business, Mr
Henderson will play a
key strategic role in the
development of key service
and products.

Denise Brown

Craig Wiggins

Morag Macndoe

Wayne Baber

Banchory-based R Davidson
Painters & Decorators has
appointed Denise Brown as
finance director.

Craig Wiggins has been
appointed managing
director of Aker Solutions’
maintenance, modifications
and operations business in
the UK.

Morag Macndoe has been
appointed general manager
of the Tor-na-coille Hotel,
Banchory.

Wayne Baber has joined
Central Investment as a
chartered financial planner
having previously held senior
positions with a number of
leading financial firms.

Denise joined the firm in
2002 as office manager
having previously worked for
an oil and gas service.
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Bob takes over from
Crawford Gillies in January.

Based in Aberdeen, Craig
will have responsibility for
the company’s brownfield
engineering capability in the
region.

She started her hospitality
career in hotels but latterly
spent 12 years managing the
catering operation at John
Lewis, Aberdeen.

He will mainly focus his
extensive financial planning
experience on private clients.

ARE YOU ON THE MOVE?
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Let us know at
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Claire Buchan

Chris Coull

Damian Bates

Mike Paterson

Empire HR has appointed
Claire Buchan as its business
development manager
to support the firm’s
growing number of clients
across Scotland. The firm,
which provides HR and
employment law services,
has also recently expanded
its employment law team
due to the significant growth
in customer enquiries
resulting from the downturn
in the oil and gas industry.

International energy logistics
company Peterson has
strengthened its leadership
team with the appointment
of Chris Coull as regional
director. Mr Coull is the
latest in a string of senior
appointments by the
company this year as it
continues to extend its
leadership team to support
ongoing growth.

The editor-in-chief of
Aberdeen Journals Ltd has
been appointed as a visiting
professor at Robert Gordon
University's Aberdeen
Business School.

Mike Paterson has joined
the board of Alan Grant
Grampian as business
development director to
reinforce the company’s
ambitious growth strategy.

Damian Bates is now
a visiting professor in
journalism.

Mike, a Fellow of the
Chartered Institute of
Building joins the company
following a 13 year spell with
Bancon Homes where he
was commercial director.

Philip Argo and Addi Shamash
Oil and gas specialist lawyer Philip Argo has joined HBJ
Gateley’s Aberdeen office as a consultant.
Senior associate Addi Shamash, previously based in
Edinburgh, will also join the Aberdeen office having been
promoted to partner in the corporate restructuring team.
Addi is dual-qualified in Scotland and England and deals
with all aspects of recovery, restructuring and insolvency as
well as real estate work.
Philip has more than 20 years in-house experience having
consulted with numerous E&P companies and major service
firms in both the UK and overseas.

Matthew Blair, Russell Ellwood and Zander
Simpson
ThinJack Ltd has appointed three new members of staff in
response to its steadily growing business.
The Westhill-based company is continuing to expand its
geographic presence, including recent contracts in the
Netherlands and Australia, leading to the creation of the new
positions.
Russell Ellwood has been named as operations team leader,
Zander Simpson has been appointed as a technician and
Matthew Blair as a trainee technician. All three will work in
the company’s operations department.
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On the
Move

Andy Kirk, Keith Millar, Derek Nixon and
Martin Pirie
Downhole Products has made four internal promotions.
After eight years with the business, most recently as regional
manager for MENA/Caspian region, Martin Pirie has taken
on the newly-created role of global sales director. Keith
Millar, who has worked with the company for 13 years, has
been named as Downhole Products’ new finance director
following the recent retirement of Peter Byth, and Andy Kirk
becomes the firm’s new engineering director after 13 years of
service.

Alan Hutcheon and Mark Barrack
The ANM Group has promoted Mark Barrack and Alan
Hutcheon to develop the agricultural, commercial and
industrial auctioneering and valuation services being
delivered by the progressively diverse and growing business.
Mark’s promotion from senior auctioneer and valuer to
head of specialist auctions reflects his contribution to the
Thainstone Specialist Auctions division over the last 20 years.
Alan’s new position as auctions operations manager
underlines his success over the last 36 years with the
Aberdeen & Northern Marts division.

Across the Atlantic, Derek Nixon has moved from Varel
International into the role of NSAM regional manager for
Downhole Products where his local knowledge is already
reaping rewards in the North and South American markets.

Dave Lyon and Paul Lawson

Kirstie Dunford, Christopher Boyd and Alix Reid

International freight forwarding specialist, Pentagon Freight
Services, has made two appointments.

Legal firm Raeburn Christie Clark & Wallace has promoted
three staff to be associate solicitors.

Dave Lyon, who has more than 30 years’ experience in
business-to-business sales in the oil and gas sector has
joined as a sales and customer services executive. He will
be responsible for new business sales and key account
management.

Alix Reid, who joined the firm in 2011, has been promoted
in the commercial property department; Christopher Boyd
joined the firm in 2013 as a solicitor in the employment
department; and Kirsten Dunford, who also joined the firm in
2011, works as a solicitor in the court department.

Following a successful career in professional football with
clubs including Celtic, Ross County and Motherwell, Paul
Lawson has also been appointed as a sales and customer
services executive.
Paul will work as part of the Aberdeen sales team looking
after nominated accounts in the oil and gas sector.
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Allan Clow

Jim Clark

Kevin Philip and Rebecca Shiel

Bancon Group has
completed its new senior
management team with the
appointment of Allan Clow
as group finance director.

Jim Clark, founder of oil and
gas waste management
company MSIS, has been
appointed chairman of the
board of Keenan Recycling,
which is headquartered in
New Deer, Aberdeenshire.

Phil Anderson Financial Services Ltd has appointed Kevin
Philip as a mortgage adviser and has promoted Rebecca
Shiel from administrator to office manager.

Allan joins from CHAP
Holdings, where he also
held the role of group
finance director, and
replaces David Cassidy
who has retired after 12
years with the independent
Aberdeenshire housebuilder
and construction group.

Jim has held a number
of prominent board-level
roles during his career and
is currently chairman of
Aberdeen-based Clockwork
Pre-School Nursery in the
Bridge of Donand New Pub
Company Ltd, which has a
portfolio of London pubs
and restaurants.

Kevin, 32, joins the award-winning team after a change in
career. He gained his mortgage adviser accreditation after
previously working in the oil and gas sector for a number of
years.
Rebecca has worked for the company for four and a half
years.

Barry Mitchell and Mark Gray
Procurement supplier Bridge Industrial Supplies Ltd
has made two appointments to its board of directors,
significantly strengthening its management team in light of
new product lines.
Mark Gray assumes a board position and the role of
managing director and Barry Mitchell has been promoted
internally to operations director, also taking a role on the
board.
Nick Garrett, owner of Bridge Industrial since its buy out
in 2012, said: “Established in 1989, Bridge carries a heritage
of over 25 years. Since we acquired the business in 2012,
the team has built on the company’s success and the
annual turnover has seen a massive 70% increase, which
simultaneously has allowed the workforce to increase by
300%."
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New
Members
46 Degrees Limited

Manufacture of torque machines and associated
products. Service and support of all makes and
models of torque machines.

Citrus House
Greenbank Road
Aberdeen			
AB12 3BQ

Greenwell Place
East Tullos Industrial Estate
Aberdeen
AB12 3AY

T 01224 439977
E messageus@46degrees.co.uk
W www.46degrees.co.uk
C Morven MacKenzie - Director

T 01224 608628
E info@enerquip.co.uk
W www.enerquip.co.uk
C Dave Clark - Managing Director

Automation XL

Lisam Systems Ltd

_

Process control, communication, mechanical,
decommissioning, safety systems

XL House
Blackburn Business Park
Blackburn
Aberdeenshire			
AB21 0PS
T 01224 798400
W www.xlg.co.uk
C Nicola Cowie - Office Manager

_

Clear Well Subsea Ltd

_

Since 1999, Lisam Systems has provided
software and service solutions for Environmental
Health and Safety compliance management of
the chemical, energy, cosmetics, detergent, paint
and coverings, and special chemicals industry
sectors

4 Scarborough Street
Hartlepool
TS24 7DA
T 08454 675275
E giusi.macaluso@lisam.com
W www.lisam.co.uk
C Simon Bradshaw - Director

Oil and Gas Consultancy

_

6 Desswood Place
Aberdeen
AB25 2DH

Muir Aberdeen Limited
Muir Aberdeen Ltd is party of The J W Muir
Group plc, a family owned business, headed by
the Group Chariman and founder John Muir

T 01224 640005
E admin@clearwellsubsea.com
W www.clearwellsubsea.com
C Keith Evans - Managing Director

Belleknowes Industrial Estate
Inverkeithing
Fife
KY11 1HY

Contour Catering

T 01383 416191
W www.muirgroup.co.uk
C John Muir - Director

_

Aberdeen's finest independent sandwich and
coffee shop. We can cater for groups of any
size, whether it's a corporate lunch, exec board
meeting or your just fancy a fine sarnie for lunch

47 The Green		
Aberdeen
AB11 6NY
E Andrew@contourcatering.co.uk
W www.contourcatering.co.uk
C Andrew Goodenough - Owner
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Enerquip Ltd

Creative and energetic event management
company running bespoke events and delivering
customer care excellence

_

Nero Engineering
Metal fabrications, water jet cutting specialists
and CNC machining.

Unit 19 & 20, Woodlands Drive
Kirkhill Industrial Estate
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 0GW

T 01224 722028
E info@neroengineering.co.uk
W www.neroengineering.co.uk
C Kim Esson - Business Manager/
Accounts

_

Towergate Insurance Broking
Ltd
Through our trusted team in Aberdeen and our
network of experts, our clients have unparalleled
access to an extensive range of tailor made,
trade specific insurance and risk management
programmes

Bon Accord House
Riverside Drive		
AB11 7SL
T 01224 254405
E neil.watters@towergate.co.uk
W www.towergate.co.uk
C Neil Watters - Account Executive

_

Woodend Barn
Woodend Barn is the leading multi-arts venue
in Aberdeenshire. The Barn provides a diverse
and ambitious cultural programme for all ages,
with creative projects frequently exploring the
connections between art and the environment.

Burn O'Bennie
Banchory
Aberdeenshire		
AB31 5QA
T 01330 826520
E lorraine@woodendbarn.co.uk
W www.woodendbarn.co.uk
C Lorraine Grant - Director

_

World Cargo Logistics
Aberdeen
Freight forwarder

Caledonian House
Midmill Industrial Estate
Kintore
Aberdeenshire
AB51 0UY
T 01467 634672
E crawford@worldcargologistics.co.uk
W www.worldcargologistics.co.uk
C Crawford Hendy - Brand Manager

